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ABSTRACT

We present a software package that can be employed for any 3D imaging modalities :
X-ray tomography, emission tomography, magnetic resonance imaging. This system uses a
hierarchical data structure, named Octree, that naturally allows a multi-resolution
approach.
The well-known problems of such an indeterministic representation, especially the
neighbor finding, has been solved. Several algorithms of volume processing have been
developed, using these techniques and an optimal data storage for the Octree.
Finally, we have chosen a parallel implementation, compatible with the constraints of the
Octree base and the various algorithms. Our goal is to be as close as possible to real-time
interactive display, while offering the main functionalities required by the user.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The most basic operation in volume display is the conversion of a three-dimensional
volume into a 2D image that can be displayed on a two-dimensional screen. This
conversion can be performed by several operations : cut by a plane, view of the surface
from a given viewpoint, radiography which corresponds to an integration along the
viewpoint line, or any combination of these. A complete software for volume analysis must
not offer only visualization, but also various treatments : detection of the surface,
segmentation, tools for dimensional measurements and statistics.

For manipulation of the required volumes (initial and transformed one) we had already
experimented a hierarchical representation of the volume : the Octree decomposition that
preserves the overall volumic information. (Ref.[2]). The well-known advantage of binary
octrees, compactness, and consequently save of storage space, is no more true for noisy
data coming from physical measurements. On the other hand the hierarchical organization
of data permits an increase of performance in computing time, as far as these algorithms
are written taking advantage of this specific property.

Another advantage of Octree encoding is to allow a natural parallelism, compatible with
recent evolutions of hardware devices. For this purpose also, algorithms nave to be
adapted.

In this paper we remind the specific aspects of Octree hierarchical data structure, and
propose an efficient encoding of it (Section 1). We present the corresponding required
technics for algorithms (section 3). Then we focus (section 4) on the parallel approach that
we have developed. Section 5 gives results of experimentation on volumes acquired by
tomography sensors. Section 6 concludes with the convivial and efficient software that
could be offered through an interactive interface, and with the treatments requiring
complex algorithms that our approach allows us to consider for the next future.

2 - OCTREE DATA STRUCTURE AND STORAGE

The Octree structure in an extension of the quadtree data structure to represent three-
dimensional data. This representation is based on the recursive subdivision of the volume
space into regions, octants, of decreasing size (for details on such representation, see Ref.

The Octree representation has been used for a long time for binary data, permitting
significant storage save space. For data coming from physical sensor, the Octree is no
longer binary, but grey-level, and therefore is highly decomposed. The main characteristics
of this tree representation are :

- more or less compactness of the data
- hierarchy allowing variable level of resolution in volume processing
- spatially pre-sortedness.

One of the problem specific to Octree encoding is the time for accessing to an elementary
information (voxel, a node of the tree), especially at the lower level of the tree (leaf node).
For a typical volume 5123, the Octree is decomposed in 9 levels, and an elementary access
can require 9 successive pointers.



We have chosen an implementation that reduces this access time, and also the storage
space. At each node, we have to encode two information : the intensity, or corresponding
data (called "property" of the node) and the list of his eight sons, usually by pointers, except
if it is a terminal node (a leaf node).

We represent a node and its sons in a single memory area, in the following way :

P code

Po

or

ad0

Pi

or

ad1

P7
or

ad7

P : property of the current node

code : An octet (8 bits to specify the type of each son : terminal or not

Pi : property of son number i (if terminal)

adi : address of son number i (if not terminal).

The main advantage of this implementation is to avoid null pointers for terminal nodes. As
the proportion of terminal nodes in an Octree is 7 ), the gain of space is significant.

3 - ALGORITHMS FOR VOLUME ANALYSIS

We have implemented the main functionnalities for volume analysis (Ref. [3]) :

- Octree generation,
- numeric and boolean operations,
- geometrical manipulation (rotation),
- cut by multiple planes,
- segmentation by multithresholding,
- explicit detection of 3D surface,
- projection and visualization from a given viewpoint, in radiographie mode and

surface mode, with hidden points elimination and anti-aliasing,
- spatial measurements and statistics on selected regions of interest.
- etc...

Scanning an Octree is easily performed using a recursive method. This permits hierarchical
tests to avoid to process branches of the tree. Strategics have been added for the scanning
sequence : for visualization from a viewpoint, the Octree is scanned in a "front-to-back"
sequence, relative to the viewer.

The main problem of the algorithms concerns neighbor finding :

- either for neighboring algorithms ; for instance surface detection by the local computation
of the 3D gradient

: or for the required numerical interpolation (due to the fact that the discrete grid of voxels
is not conserved by geometric transformations). We have used a method, called "overlay"
approach, presented in [2].



It is important to notice that this technic is compatible with recursivity, ie the neighbor of a
node is easily deduced from its father's one.

4 - PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION

• What kind of parallelism?

The constraints due to Octree structure are the following :

- stategy for the scanning of Octree, especially the sequential order used for hidden points,

- lack of information on the size of sub-trees,

- requiring of neighboring access.

The simpler way to parallelise algorithms using Octree is to divide spatially the data : the 8
sons of an Octree corresponds to 8 sub-trees that can beprocessed by 8 processors. Of
course, the 8 spatial results have to be fusionned (Fig. 1). This can be generalized to more
than 8 sub-trees (64).

Thus we propose a coarse-grain parallelism, based on the use of typically 8 processors.
Notice that a fine grain parallelism would not respect the sequentiality constraints, and
therefore the advantage of hierarchical elimination. To be optimal, this approach supposes
that the branches of the tree are size-equivalent.

• Parallelism and Algorithms

The division into 8 indépendant suboctrees is not possible for all algorithms.

Neighboring algorithms like surface detection by gradient require common access to
border areas. But as these areas are small (depends on the size of the neighboring and the
number of processes) the corresponding data can be duplicated.

The second problem concerns the use of global heuristics. When considering the initial
Octree, the strategy of scanning permits to avoid the processing of hidden voxels. In case of
8 processors, the gain of time can be applied for only each sub-tree. This 'loss of time has
been evaluated (section 5) and is small.

The time required for fusion is also negligible, because the data concerned are 2D images,
and the operators simple (summation for integration, test on buffer Z for surface
projection).

5 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our algorithms have been implemented on a CETIA workstation, with 4 RISC processors
(88 000 Motorola), and will be tranfered on a 8 processors board soon. The shared memory
is addressed by the 4 processors, the common accesses to a some part of memory are
solved by simultaneous reading of the data, and as they are incommon, they don't induce a
loss of time.

Algorithms have been implemented in langage C, under UNIX system.



The figure 2 demonstrates the gain of performance get by a parallel implementation of the
viewpoint projection. The volumes used for the tests contain 1283 voxels ([data on 2 bytes),
and are ordered from the less noisy (vertebra) to the more detailed one (knee),
corresponding to increasingly decomposed Octrees.

The loss of time due to the loss of global heuristic is given for the vertebra volume, and the
projection algorithm, by : ,-

- time with 1 monoprocessor : 3.65 seconds, ?

- time with 8 processors sequentially : 3.8 seconds. ;

This time increases with the number of processors. ]

Fig. 3 presents various selected view of volumes. j s x

6 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The efficiency of Octree method is well-know for the simples algorithms required of
volume analysis. The specific technics for adaptation to more difficult algorithms have
been reported.

A parallel approach has been presented and demonstrated on representative algorithm and
volumes.

Our future work will concern the development of our interactive interface (under yj
first prototype exists). This interface takes benefit off all the X-Window and MOTIF
facilities to provide the best interactivity as possible, and also of Octree method by iaulti-
resolution approach (more or less, good visualization depending of the time).

The second point we will focus on concerns more complex algorithms, particularly 3D
segmentation for noisy volumes. Our parallel approach and hierarchical allows us to expect
reasonable computing time.
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Figure 1 : General overview

Volumes
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1

3.8
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Figure 2 : Experimental results (time in seconds)




